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We are a 
full-service 
investment 

management 
and financial 

planning firm .
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Welcome 
to our 
Company 
profile 2021

We have interests in growth-industry opportunities and focuses on shareholder value 
creation while maintaining transparent shareholding and governance structures.

Our Asset Management group consists of professional expertise, specialised in selecting the 
promising opportunities that maximize the client’s equity. 

The company took steady steps to embark the investment and advisory services rendered to 
clients, to improve performance and provide optimal safety levels, with controlled risk, within 
the approved limits and conservative policy of the company.

We will remain a privately owned and independent firm.

Our investment interests are currently housed in South Africa but the company has 
aspirations to secure some business interests in the Africa and other destinations.

We act with integrity and put our clients first, We support philanthropic giving and encourage 
employee volunteerism.

Our investment interests are currently housed 
in South Africa but the company has 
aspirations to secure some business interests 
in the Africa and other destinations.

Our initial investments are purely financial in 
nature followed by the acquisition of 
specialised skills and experience and lastly 
operational involvement and control with a 
view of expanding its interests in the long term.
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“You only have to do a few 
things right in your life so 

long as you don’t do too many 
things wrong.” 

– Warren Buffett

About Us
We will bring your 
ideas to life! 

Our beginnings are anchored by management consulting and private equity investment
Our key area of focus is to add value with active portfolio management to help our clients reach their 
long-term financial goals. 

We achieve this through our investment strategies, adhering to our values and investment principles, 
and offering employees a challenging and rewarding place to build a career.

Our partnership ethos is aligned to its company values and it partners with companies that have a 
proven track record, transformed and are geared for profitable earnings.

Our investment approach is that of an adopting African values, professional appearances, 
honesty, confidentiality, professionalism and accuracy, as well as adhering to the company-wide culture 
of high ethical standards.
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Facts 
About Us
We will bring you 
ideas to life! 

“Play by the rules, but be 
ferocious.” – Phil Knight
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112
Projects

1579
Project Delivered

437
Client Satisfied

We offer a clear understanding of financial values, goals, and concerns. To help formulate an 
action plan to address and accomplish the above.

To provide excellent service to you along the way. To be your trusted Financial Advisory Team 
and a resource that you consider indispensable to your financial success.

Our investment strategy is threefold – initial investments are purely financial in nature followed 
by the acquisition of specialized skills and experience and lastly operational involvement and 
control with a view of expanding its interests in the long term.

You need a solution that mitigates fraud as well as offers a superior customer experience.

We invest and rescue entities at some of the sectors in Engineering including: 

Aerospace,   Automotive, Communications, Electrical / Electronic, Mechanical, Biomedical, 

Chemical, Environmental, Transport, Rail & Marine Engineering, Construction, Storm water, 

Mining Commodities, Supply chain projects, PPE essentials, Retail, Security, Road and 

Maintenance, Power plant, Media, Health & safety, Cleaning residential & Commercial, 

Petroleum, full fleet management, Education, both private & Government projects.

We also consider buying and renovating properties to boost their value.

South Africa’s economy may not be in the best shape, but the surge of new developments 
taking place throughout Cape Town and Johannesburg hint toward a bright future; and the 
market-friendly election result is sure to alleviate some of the tension.

In times of uncertainty, property remains a safe and reliable investment.
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Every Great 
Company
Have an
Great Team 
Behind
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Aerospace
Project Management

Automotive
Project Management

Communications
Project Management

Our
Primary
Focus

Electrical / Electronic
Project Management

Mechanical
Project Management

Biomedical
Project Management

Mining Commodities
Project Management

PPE essentials
Project Management

Security
Project Management
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Our
Primary
Focus

Power plant
Project Management

Storm water
Project Management

Health & safety
Project Management

Sports
Project Management

Textile Manufacturing
Project Management

ICT Technology
Project Management

Retail
Project Management

Roadworks
Project Management

Earth works
Project Management
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Choose
The Right
Decision for
Your 
Business
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Our 
Services
We will give you 
the best services
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Accounting & 
Bookkeeping

Our teams of Professional 
Accountants offer a trusted,
comprehensive service, 
suited to your individual 
requirements.

Tax & Compliance

Tax Consulting South Africa 
has a specialised team 
consisting of tax attorneys, 
chartered accountants and 
tax professionals who 
advocate complex matters to 
taxpayers and their 
professional advisors.

Mining Consultancy

We have experience in all 
stages of the mining cycle, 
from early stage exploration 
through to development, 
and initial production, on 
and to full-scale operation.

Our Service
Offering

We also offer bridge financing solution for small to medium businesses:
Here is a step by step process.

1. Send us a copy of the purchase order or signed appointment letter, and supplier 
agreement or Pro-forma supplier invoice or quotation.

2. We shall ask you to send us certain information on your business to conduct a review of 
the transaction.

3. After we have all necessary information and documents we will notify you of the approval 
of the purchase order transaction and any other securities needed.

4. A factoring agreement and guarantee agreement will be sent for signature and the monies 
will be paid to your supplier.

5. When your customer pays on the invoice for the purchase order the monies will be used to 
pay for the purchase order funding. You will receive the difference once funding and funding 
costs have been paid.
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We also offer bridge financing solution for small to medium businesses:
Here is the requirements for the business.

A critical component is the credit worthiness of your customer/s. The funding is based on 
your customer’s ability to pay for the order in a timely manner. 

A review is done of the main aspects of the transaction, including a review of the supplier to 
ensure that they have the reputation and capability to deliver the ordered products.

In order to qualify for purchase order funding with Maharimani Projects you must sell 
finished goods (not raw materials, product components or perishable food) Business to
Business or Business to a Government Department, with profit margins of over 15%.

Qualifying 
Criteria
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Our Team:
PO Finding

We have a team of professionals with the right experience.
Every great company have a great team behind them

We are driven by our ambition to always be better and embrace team-work to create 
successful outcomes across our team.

We provide end-to-end finance solutions from concept through to execution. Our approach is 
to combine our industry knowledge and finance thinking with a sound understanding of our 
clients’ brand to develop the most compelling concepts and key messages.

Purchase order funding, also known as PO funding, provides businesses, which may have not 
had the opportunity without funding, the opportunity to accept large orders. It is a short-term 
commercial finance option that provides a business the capital they need to pay suppliers 
upfront for purchase orders



Contact Us !

Cell: +27 64 909 4434 

Address: 
183 Rivonia Road, Sandton,
Gauteng, South Africa

Email: info@maharimani.africa
Web: www.maharimani.africa


